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Each year, TRS releases plan information for the upcoming year. When this happens, we

need to start transitioning from prebuilding voluntary products to building TRS. We want to

begin configuring voluntary and TRS at the same time, rather than separately, as soon as

possible. When we make this transition, our goal is to impact what is already in our queue

as little as possible and serve our clients as best we can by implementing groups efficiently,

ensuring everyone's enrollments are ready as quickly as possible.  The following is the game

plan regarding how this transition will take place this year.

Before 5/20/19
We have a deadline, currently slated for 5/20/2019. While we are still waiting on a few key

things from aetna, this is our intended plan with the understanding we will have everything

we need from them to start building by 5/20. On this deadline, we want to be ready to start

building TRS plans. This means brokers should start submitting TRS and Medical-contingent

benefit information to their BT Account Representative now.

In the spirit of kicking off the TRS season as quickly as possible, your BT Account

Representatives will be reaching out to the brokers about TRS and Medical-contingent

products.

If all parties are ready to discuss TRS and Medical-contingent products prior to 5/20,

Benefits Technology will begin the process of TRS Discovery for the enrollment.

TRS Discovery is when we gather information for TRS, including contingent

benefits, enrollments, etc.

For companies who have voluntary products already built, or are in the process

of being built, a new project will be created and their TRS and Medical-

contingent products will be submitted to the bottom of the queue once all

information is gathered.

For all other TRS companies, Discovery will occur for their TRS and Medical-
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contingent products wherever they are in implementation.  Any of these groups

that make it to the top of the queue between now and 5/20 will remain where

they are in the queue until we are ready to begin configuring TRS. After 5/20,

we will start on voluntary and medical.

On 5/20/19
Once 5/20 arrives and we are ready to configure TRS, the following will happen:

We will start building any group, including TRS groups, that reach the top of the

queue. Until medical configuration can begin, groups will remain in the queue.

Groups in the queue for voluntary pre-build that have not completed TRS Discovery

will be updated to be for their full Voluntary + Medical enrollment.  We will build these

based on the assumption Medical contributions and Medical-contingent benefits are

the same as last year.

If a group wishes to hold off until TRS and Medical Contributions are finalized,

the broker should communicate this to the account rep, who will move the

group out of the queue.

Groups whose voluntary products are in construction or later will have a separate

Medical Enrollment project created and added to the bottom of the queue.  We will

attempt to prioritize these in order of when they initially reached construction for their

voluntary products.

Changes After 5/20/19

If there are Medical Contribution changes while a group is in the queue, we will

update the plan sheets accordingly and move on.

If there are Medical Contribution changes after the group hits construction, they will

be handled as a maintenance item, meaning they will be handled outside our normal

timeline.

If there are Medical-contingent benefit changes for a group in the queue, they will be

placed back into the parking lot and then requeued.
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Amy Newton, TRS Liaison 

Thank you very much for

using THEbenefitsHUB; we could not

ask for better clients. Please do not

hesitate to contact me or your

allsynx Account Representative if you

have any questions or concerns.
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